Profit and Puffery Keep New Nuclear Weapons in Production
Editor’s Note: Defense attorney Kary Love of
Michigan, who has repeatedly represented nuclear
disarmament and Plowshares activists at trial, suggests that focusing attention on nuclear weapons’
corporate profiteers might prove effective.
Kary Love writes: Despite the dedicated work of
many, the business of nuclear weapons prevails.
Assuming “arguendo” that enough H-bombs to
destroy a rogue, criminal state actor are a necessary evil, until all nukes are eliminated, a business
model based on constantly upgrading and increasing
the arsenal cannot be justified. Yes this appears to
be the strategy of US nuclear weapons corporations. Unless this model is derailed, political and
legal barriers to disarmament have little impact.
Perhaps a change of strategy would be of benefit:
Rather than targeting governmental installations,
consider a program focused on corporate sponsors
of the infrastructure. Recall that corporate liability
for enforcing slave labor and making poison for gas
chambers at Nuremberg Tribunals was acknowledged. Divestiture movements, public shaming, and
moral condemnation, may bear fruit from such an
approach (think South Africa), in addition to boycotts of consumer divisions of guilty firms, and, since
corporation charter laws usually require “operation
in the public interest” charter revocation campaigns
could also be launched.
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